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https://confluence.cornell.edu/display/pafdao/Home
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3 types of objects:
Resource
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Metadata
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
  <date>2013-03-29T17:20:05-04:00</date>
  <repInfo uri="/cular_prod_ingest/ingest/eclipse/appdata/ingest/LEPPReports_0703_20130329_1364592001/LEPPReports/CLNS/1979/CLNS97-1457/fig2.ps">
    <reportingModule release="1.3" date="2006-09-05">ASCII-hul</reportingModule>
    <lastModified>1997-02-03T09:19:14-05:00</lastModified>
    <size>13562</size>
    <format>ASCII</format>
    <status>Well-Formed and valid</status>
    <mimeType>text/plain; charset=US-ASCII</mimeType>
  </repInfo>
  <properties>
    <property>
      <name>ASCIIIMetadata</name>
      <values arity="List" type="Property">
        <property>
          ...
        </property>
      </values>
    </property>
  </properties>
</jhove>
Structuring Deposit: the obvious
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Issues:

- HFS information
- non-automatically derivable
- over-description
Structuring Deposit: file information

- Metadata indexed
  - access points
  - attributes & dependencies
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Emulation

Interaction to fulfill research needs

Layers of the Stack

“Depth” of emulation

Mac vs. Windows

WINE compatibility layer
Classification fallacies

Compiled code & executables
- Emulation-dependent
- Difficult to provide access

Web files, markup languages
- Browser-based
- Easy to provide access
Classification realities

- HTML/Browser
- VRML
- Plugins
- Applications
Structuring Deposit

Clarity for stewards
Facilitate future research
Assist in future emulation strategies

- Documentation
- Compiled Emulators
  - Images
  - Executables
  - ROMs
- Artworks
  - Individual Work
    - Disk image
    - Derivative
    - Related

Documentations, Artworks, Compiled Emulators, ROMs, Executables, Images, Derivative, Disk image, Related, Executables, Images, ROMs, Individual Work, Disk image, Derivative, Related.
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